
1 Configuration to calculate the Rider Ring Wear

The PROGNOST® system calculates the wear of the rider rings on the piston compressor. This
calculation is based on the piston rod position signal; to this end, a proximity sensor is always
mounted to the packing gland (majority of installations). The gap between sensor and piston rod at
this position is used to calculate the progress of wear of the rider rings since a certain date.

PROGNOST®‐NT calculates the actual wear of the rider rings in mil (or µm) compared to a reference
point of time. The analysis is based on the dimensions of the cylinder and applies the intercept
theorem.

The geometric data of the cylinder (for example length of piston rod, as well as other relevant values)
required for the intercept theorem are entered once during system configuration. This data usually
remains unchanged during operation. After each replacement of the piston rider rings the rider ring
wear monitor has to be reset to zero . For this purpose the VISU software provides a separate dialog
under Tools ‐ Rider Ring Wear Settings (see figure below).

Figure 1‐1 Rider Ring Wear Settings
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1 Sensor

2 Input support for executed activities (for example, the installation of a new rider ring)

3 Changeable parameters

4 Trend of the rider ring wear

5 Trend of the single value = average value of rod position

1.1 Wear potential:

The wear potential entry is just for information and not used for the rider ring wear calculation. But it
is very helpful information for the setting of the warning thresholds. See the height of the remaining
wear potential of the rider rings at a glance. This value is only indicated once and should not change if
the rider rings are replaced, since the wear potential does not usually change.

1.2 1st upper warning threshold:

The 1st upper warning threshold is set depending on the wear potential. It should be set 8 to 16mils
below the wear potential. In general the 1st upper warning threshold is set once only, as the wear
potential of new rider rings doesn’t change compared to the replaced ones.

Note:

If you save the changes in the upper dialog, the first upper warning threshold is set for all
operating conditions to the advertised value.

1.3 2nd upper warning threshold:

The 2nd upper warning threshold is set depending on the wear potential. It should be set 4 to 8mils
below the wear potential. In general the 2nd upper warning threshold is set once only, as the wear
potential of new rider rings doesn’t change compared to the replaced ones.

Note:

If you save the changes in the upper dialog, the second upper warning threshold is set for
all operating conditions to the advertised value.

1.4 Input support

Following the installation or inspection of rider rings and starting themachine, it is necessary to enter
the executed changes in the VISU. To this end, VISU supplies input support. It provides assistance for
three types ofmeasures (changes) carried out for the rider rings or proximity sensor. Depending on
the activity, you can select the relevant measure; a short explanation for each item is also available
here.
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Note regarding the selected time period:

Since the rider rings require a certain amount of time until they lock into their final position
following the start of themachine, we recommend that a time period of 2 hours to a

maximum of 2 days is selected.

1.5 New rider rings have been installed

Figure 1‐2Wear rider ring ‐ New rider ring mounted

The following steps are required if you have installed new rider rings:

Check value of wear potential.
If the wear potential changes, the first and second warning threshold must be adjusted.
Position cursor inside the trend window (position should be selected so that it is placed within a
time period of 2 hours to a maximum of 2 days following the start of themachine).
Select Apply.
Select Save.

1.6 Residual wear potential measured

Figure 1‐3Wear potential ‐ Residual potential of rider rings measured

The following steps are required once you havemeasured the residual potential of the rider rings:

Enter residual potential value.
Position cursor inside trend window (position must be selected so that cursor falls between 2
hours and a maximum of 2 days following the start of themachine).
Select Apply.
Select Save.

1.7 Just changed the sensor position

Figure 1‐4Wear of rider ring ‐ Only sensor position changed

The following steps are required if you have changed the sensor position:
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Position of 1st cursor ( ) inside the trend window (position should be selected so that it is
placed within a time period of 2 hours to a maximum of 2 days following the start of the
machine).

Position of 2nd cursor ( ) inside the trend window (position should be selected so that it is
placed within a time period of 2 hours to a maximum of 2 days following the start of the
machine). Use the button to change between the 1st and 2nd cursor.
Select Apply.
Select Save.
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